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Name:___________________________________________________
Class:____________________________________________________
Age:_____________________________________________________
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PRINTABLE

ACTIVITY
SHEETS
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MODULE 2

ACTIVITY 6
THE SOIL:
T!
YOUR HEAR
Pick one word from the box that best explain the words below

This heart thinks God's word is not by force._______________
This heart is afraid of what his friends will think. _______________
This heart meditates on God's word always. _______________
This heart thinks success lies in how much he owns. ____________
This heart does not defend the truth when faced with attacked. _____
This heart wants to please God above anything else. _____________
This heart wants to please himself above all else. _______________
This heart does not always have time for God. _______________
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ANSWER
OIL:
THE S
!
HEART
R
U
O
Y
Pick one word from the box that best explain the words below

This heart thinks God's word is not by force.

(Wayside)

This heart is afraid of what his friends will think. (Stony)
This heart meditates on God's word always.

(Good)

This heart thinks success lies in how much he owns. (Thorny)
This heart doesn't defend the truth when faced with attacked. (Stony)
This heart wants to please God above anything else. (Good)
This heart wants to please himself above all else. (Wayside)
This heart doesn't always have time for God. (Thorny)
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MODULE 2

ACTIVITY 6
OIL:
THE S
!
HEART
YOUR
Describe the 4 types of soil seen in the image below to
discuss the position of the heart towards God’s Word

HINT: Mark 4:15-20
1. WAYSIDE
SOIL:____________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
2. STONY SOIL:______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
3. THORNY SOIL:____________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
4. GOOD SOIL:______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
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ANSWER
L:
THE SOI
ART!
YOUR HE
Describe the 4 types of soil seen in the image below to discuss the
position of the heart towards God's Word

HINT: MARK 4:15-20
1. WAYSIDE SOIL: the Wayside soil also known as hard ground
describes a person's heart where the Word of God cannot grow
because that person does not understand since he does not pay
attention to the Word.
2. STONY SOIL: the stony soil that has lots of rocks and stones in it.
It describes the heart of a person who hears the Word of God but
when some challenges come his way he gives up; because even though
he heard the Word he didn't allow it sink deep into his heart.
3. THORNY SOIL: The Thorny soil has lots and lots of weeds, thorns
and thistles in it. It describes the heart of a person who hears the
Word but does not live according to what the Word says. Instead, he
allows his desire for the things of the world take control of his life.
4. GOOD SOIL: The Good soil is the best soil; the soil is very fertile
and makes seeds grow very well. This soil describes a person's heart
that is prepared to receive the Word. He obeys the Word by doing
whatever it says.
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MODULE 2

ACTIVITY 7
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOIL
(RECEIVING THE WORD)
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ANSWER
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOIL
(RECEIVING THE WORD)
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MODULE 2

ACTIVITY 7
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOIL
(RECEIVING THE WORD)
Match the various types of soil with their right
descriptions
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ANSWER
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOIL
(RECEIVING THE WORD)
Match the various types of soil with their right
descriptions
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MODULE 2

ACTIVITY 8
THE WORD
PRODUCES A HARVEST
Write 5 things that God's word can produce in you
1. _________________________________________

2. _________________________________________

3. _________________________________________

4. __________________________________________

5. __________________________________________
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ANSWER
THE WORD
PRODUCES A HARVEST
Write 5 things that God's word can produce as harvest in you
1_Harvest of souls giving their life to Christ
2 Harvest of divine health
3 Harvest of all round success in examination
4 Harvest of answers to prayer

5 Harvest of Spiritual growth
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MODULE 2

ACTIVITY 8
THE WORD
PRODUCES A HARVEST

1

2

3

4
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MODULE 2

ACTIVITY 9
THE WORD
PRODUCES A HARVEST
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ANSWER
THE WORD
PRODUCES A HARVEST
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MODULE 2

ACTIVITY 9
THE WORD
PRODUCES A HARVEST
HIDDEN MESSAGE PUZZLE
Write out the hidden message from the box below
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ANSWER
THE WORD
PRODUCES A HARVEST
HIDDEN MESSAGE PUZZLE
Write out the hidden message from the box below
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OUTDOOR
GAME
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7.
THE BOILED EGG AND THE PIN
Materials Needed:
One hard-boiled egg
One straight pin
Teacher: Kindly ask children to form a big circle
Teacher says; Hello kids! Kindly take the pin and punch it into the boiled egg.
(Kindly ensure the kids pass on the egg and the pin to the next person once they
try it ones). The pin cannot pass through the egg because of the shell, but
immediately you peel the egg the pin can penetrate.
God's truth cannot penetrate a hard eggshell covered in sin, but it can
penetrate the soft skin of a hard-boiled egg white whose hard shell of sin has
been removed. You can use a straight pin as “God's Word” and show how the
pin cannot push through or penetrate the hard shell, but once you removed the
hard shell the straight pin easily enters through the soft egg white.
Those who believe in Jesus and understand the lesson of his parables will
continue to learn even more because their hearts are soft toward learning
truth. For those who do not believe in Jesus even the lessons they have learned
they will soon forget because their hearts are hard.
The eyes and ears Jesus talked about are our spiritual eyes and ears. People
who believe in Jesus have eyes to see his truth and ears to hear his truth
because their hearts are soft. They are blessed by what they learn. The soft
heart of a Christian wants to understand Jesus' parables and learn more of the
lessons Jesus has to teach. However, people with hard hearts have blind eyes
and deaf ears to learning the meaning of God's Word. They do not want to
know the meaning of Jesus' parables because their hearts are hard.
Jesus taught in parables for his followers to understand the truth he was
teaching, but those with hard hearts could not understand. Are you a follower
of Jesus or a person with a hard heart who does not want to know more about
Jesus' teaching? (Kindly allow the children to respond and acknowledge their
participation).
If you think, you have a hard heart it may be because you are not a true
Christian. Do you believe that Jesus died on the cross to take the punishment
for your sins? Are you born again? Do you trust and believe that Jesus is the
only way to receive forgiveness of sins?
NOTE: kindly allow children to talk about their salvation one after the other
and lead those yet to be saved to Christ
8.
FOUR SQUARE
This ball game is played on a square court further divided into four smaller
squares, numbered one through four. One player stands in each of the
squares, with the highest ranked player in number one, lowest in number four.
You bounce the ball among the players, bouncing once in the other person's
square before that person catches it. The person in square one has to choose
the rules. Anyone who violates the rules will have to move down in the ranking,
or eliminated with another player rotating in to square four.
Number of Players: Four, unless you take turns.
Equipment:
A four square court or sidewalk chalk, a playground ball.
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9.
MUSICAL CHAIRS
In a circle, arrange chairs facing outward to total one fewer than the number of
players. An additional player needs to be in charge of the music. When the
music starts, the players walk around the chairs. When the music stops, players
sit down in the nearest chair as soon as they can. The one player who does not
have a chair is out. One of the chairs have to be removed, and the game
continues in this manner. The player that sits in the final chair is the winner. This
game is traditionally played inside, but it can also be played outside with
outdoor furniture or chairs carried outside and a portable music player.
Number of Players: A small group.
Equipment: Music player or a teacher singing and chairs.
10.

CAPTURE THE FLAG

This classic outdoor game for kids requires six or more people and two flags
(pieces of fabric in different colors).
Start by dividing your yard into two adjoining courts, roughly 12" x
12"—although the size can vary depending on available space.
Split the players into two teams, and have each place a flag near the back of
their court. The object of the game: Players must dash into the opposing team's
court and steal their flag. A player becomes “out” if he is tagged, and he wins
the game if he successfully captures the flag.
11.

TAG WITH A TWIST

This fast-paced game gives traditional tag a colorful twist. You will need several
sets of rubber bracelets or bands, one colour for each player (so for six players,
you will need six red, six blue, and so on). One player is chosen to be "It." At the
call of "Go" players start trading their bands, trying to collect one band of each
color. “It” tries to tag a trader. When she does, the trader must trade a bracelet
with her and becomes the new “It”. The first player to collect a bracelet in each
colour wins.
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12.

BALANCING

Back to Back: Have your kids sit on the ground with their backs to each other.
See if they can stand up without using their hands. Hint: They will need to press
against each other at the same time to pull it off.
Do the Hop: Drape a bandana or other lightweight fabric over one of your
child's feet. With that foot lifted, can she hop up and down without losing the
fabric?
Do not Drop the Ball: Have your child hold a ball between her knees (use one
she can squeeze comfortably) then try to walk. Now, see if she can hop or skip.

13.
RED ROVER
Red Rover is an outdoor game for kids!
Have participants split into two teams. Spaced about 20 feet apart, each team
must hold hands in a line and face the opposing team. Someone from Team
One shouts, "Red Rover, Red Rover, let (child's name from Team Two) come
over!" The designated player runs towards Team One and tries to break
through a pair of held hands. If the player breaks the chain, he gets to recruit a
player from Team One to Team Two. If not, he is forced to join the opposing
team. The teams swap turns until one man is left standing.
14.
DODGE BALL
I never liked this game as a kid, but I love playing with my kids. The goal is to hit
your opponents with the ball while dodging being hit yourself. If you catch a ball
that has been thrown at you, the thrower is out.
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Raising Champions... Influencing Tomorrow ...!
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